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Selection 1
Page(s): 112
Key:
Etude Title: Fifty Advanced Studies, No. 41

Tempo: Quarter note 144-160

Play from Beginning to end, no repeat (da capo and end at mm. 16 at the double bar).

Errata:

mm. 19-20 - place a crescendo and decrescendo across the barline, as in mm. 21-22

Performance Guide:

Your ultimate goal, regardless of tempo, is to feel this etude in 1 rather than 3. Make it dance! Place a
small lift after each dotted eighth, and avoid letting the dotted eighth-sixteenth rhythm sound like a
triplet. Do not, however, lift as much (if at all) after the accents mm. 39-40.

Make the extreme dynamic contrast in the middle tranquillo section clear, with very smooth slurs and
phrase shapes. Don t let the dotted rhythms interfere with long lines. This etude offers a good
example of how to apply the  when music ascends, get louder - when music descends, get softer  rule
as a starting place.

Accurate switching between triplet and duplet rhythms is essential. Count and/or sing the rhythms in
this etude while conducting with a metronome BEFORE playing so that you have a clear idea of how
they should sound. Record yourself counting and/or singing (once it’s accurate) and then play along
with the recording.

Right-hand pinky G-flat 3 is a must in many sections of this etude. Ehgh B-flat may slur more easily
by lifting the right-hand first finger; keep in mind this may raise the pitch and make the tone a bit
brighter and less full.

Selection 2
Page(s): 117
Key:
Etude Title: Fifty Advanced Studies, No. 45
Tempo: Dotted quarter note 46-60

Play from Beginnin  to end.

Errata:

Performance Guide:

Measure numbers begin with the first full bar.

Take the dolorosamente to heart as you plan the phrasing in this etude, and keep the tempo moving
with a touch of rubato as the phrasing allows. Subdivide ties and longer notes carefully. Aim for a
warm, singing tone in the tenor register without biting on the reed. Use vibrato as you’re able and



vary it according to the phrase s requirements; avoid vibrato pulses in any semblance of subdivision
within the chosen tempo (i.e. triplets or sextuplets).

I tend to prefer this etude on the slower side of Larghetto (quasi-Largo, in fact), but it can still be very
effective at the faster end of the tempo range.

Experiment with right-hand pinky G-flat 3 and right-hand thumb A-flat to avoid awkward finger
jumps or slides. In mm. 18, lifting the left-hand first finger completely on the G-flat instead of the
usual half-hole may facilitate the downward slur, but it may require different voicing to maintain
proper pitch and tone.

Selection 3
Page(s): 96
Key: D Minor

Etude Title: Fifty Advanced Studies, No. 22
Tempo: Dotted Quarter Note = 100-110

Play from Beginning to end.

Errata:

mm. 8 - place a caesura under the fermata, as in mm. 24

mm. 36 - place a poco ritardando on the last 2 beats

Performance Guide:

Keep staccatos light and equal length with full body, regardless of dynamic level or register, and give
the accents in the opening figures a gentle push with your air. Do not articulate these accented notes
any harsher than the staccatos. Practice all staccatos notes legato to stabilize pitch and tone, and listen
for the same quality of sound when playing short. Think about playing into the  center of your
sound  for each note.

Use the dynamic contrasts to help you conserve air at whatever your chosen tempo. The printed
dynamics are accurate, but you need to add your own phrasing ideas within those guidelines. Every
note must have a purpose!

Watch rhythmic integrity of dotted notes & ties; practice with a legato articulation on the subdivisions
to  hear  them while you’re playing the long notes.

Practice each large leap slowly, with a tuner, focusing on minimal embouchure adjustment, slight
voicing changes, smooth fingers, and continuous air. Play the final D minor arpeggiated figure with a
D drone to help intonation.
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